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Legal Disclaimers
All contents copyright 2011 by
http://www.freestockimages.net/ All rights reserved.

No part of this document or accompanying files may
be reproduced or transmitted in any form, electronic or
otherwise, by any means without the prior written
permission of the publisher.

This ebook is presented to you for informational
purposes only and is not a substitution for any

professional advice. The contents herein are based on

the views and opinions of the author and all associated
contributors.

While every effort has been made by the author and
all associated contributors to present accurate and up

to date information within this document, it is apparent
technologies rapidly change. Therefore, the author and
all associated contributors reserve the right to update
the contents and information provided herein as these
changes progress. The author and/or all associated
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contributors take no responsibility for any errors or
omissions if such discrepancies exist within this
document.

The author and all other contributors accept no
responsibility for any consequential actions taken,

whether monetary, legal, or otherwise, by any and all
readers of the materials provided. It is the readers sole
responsibility to seek professional advice before taking
any action on their part.

Readers results will vary based on their skill level and

individual perception of the contents herein, and thusly
no guarantees, monetarily or otherwise, can be made
accurately. Therefore, no guarantees are made.
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Introduction - About
This eBook has been developed to help you sell more
photographs using the internet. There are no fancy

videos, or spectacular graphs, just bullet points of tips
which you can work through at your own pace to

give yourself the best possible chance of success in
the stock photography industry. How successful you
will be depends on your skills as a photographer and

how much time and effort you are willing to put into
your work.

This eBook is not one of those super secret packed,
magic wand, big promises, guaranteed wealth types of

ebooks - it is simply tips on ways to promote yourself
and your images, if you don't put them into action you
will get nowhere, so remember to read it to learn, but
ultimately its down to you to act.

We recommend you don't skip thru sections of this
ebook, and take it steadily so you absorb as much
information as possible.
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Chapter 2 - Presumptions
The presumption is taken that you already have a level
of photography skill and have the equipment with an

adequate level of capability. This ebook will not teach
you how to take photographs, it will help you sell

them. If you are only just beginning and can't even
take a good photo, it is recommended you do that
first before revisiting this eBook.

It is also presumed you are somewhat of a newbie at
selling your work. However, if you already an

establised seller looking to expand your sales there is
still plenty of stuff to wrap your eyes around that
should help you.
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Chapter 3 – Requirements of Uploads
Before we get into the tips, be sure that you are able
to meet the requirements of the websites that allow

you to sell your images on their website. If they reject
everything you submit you will never sell anything, so
first things first - ensure you can meet the
requirements.

The exact requirements do vary between stock

photography websites. So you will still need to take a
look at individual websites, but here are what you
should expect to meet:
•

at least 3 megapixels (some ask for 4MP)

•

saved at maximum quality

•

minimum 300 DPI

•

JPEG images

•

RGB color formatting

•

normal aspect ratios

•

no technical imperfections at full size
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Chapter 4 – Where to Sell
There is a good choice of stock photography websites
to sell from, and if you don't want to go exclusive to

one you can choose to sell your work using more then
one service. You will receive lower royalties per

download that way but if you are able to sell more it
may mean higher revenues for yourself. Check them
out to see what you think.

Click titles to visit in your browser.

Dreamstime
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Shutterstock

iStockPhoto

These are some of the biggest stock photo
communities, but if you don't like any of these you
can search the web for others.
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Chapter 5 – 49 Tips
Here we go, with the meat of the ebook! They are in
no particular order.

First off are tips about the photos themselves and
uploading.
•

Quality – they won't get accepted if they aren't of a
high-quality in the first place. The cream always rises to the
top, quality will get recognized. People pay for quality.

•

Quantity – the more you have the more available to sell.
Important to focus on quality first, but long-term aim for a
good quantity.

•

Multiple similar photos – sometimes people are searching for an
exact image. They want it at the correct angle, zoom,
brightness etc. So if you are capturing something static, like a
decorative candle, take a wide range of photos from different
angles so a potential buyer has the choice. Don't go overboard
though so the images are very similar or there is a huge amount
of them, overwise they will be rejected.

•

A little bit of editing – often a bit of a touch up with
photoshop can help increase sharpness, or remove glare or blur.
Worth doing to get the absolute max out of images even if
they already look good.
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•

Focus on niche topics – this may help build loyal downloaders, if
you focus on taking photos related to fitness and a fitness
blogger finds your photos they may keep using you in order to
maintain consistent images in their blog posts. Mastering a niche
will generally be more successful then taking all sorts of random
photos in different niches.

•

Something different – think outside of the box, you may take
photos on a similar topic, but perhaps you can capture the
magic

of a subject better than everyone else? Different stands

out.
•

Lots of tags – make sure you attach plenty of tags to your
photos once uploaded. These help searchers (who have to
search thru millions of images) find your work.

•

Tag on topic – although lots of tags are important, relavance is
also key. There is no point tagging words unrelated. If you are
struggling for words try using thesaurus.com to find related
words. Be broad and very highly specific. Also remember
different regions can spell words differently (for example, it is
'thru' in the USA, 'through' in the UK).

•

Good description – another chance to use keywords. Describe
the image accurately and be efficient with your words, don't
mumble. Talk your work up, for example say; “A fantastic

capture of a gorgeous little kitten happily playing with a soft
ball” rather then “Kitten plays with ball”. Do yourself justice.
•

Focus on location – be location specific, EG 'canadian wilderness',
some people search for location specific photos so say where it
was taken, especially on landmarks, landscapes etc.
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•

Topics people want – no point taking photos of things people
don't want. Look into categories and sub-categories to see
what is popular.

•

Topics currently unsaturated – things such as flowers are easily
done and there are already millions of pictures out there of
them, so avoid such saturated topics as it is likely to be a
waste of time. Go for topics unsaturated where competition is
lower.

•

Trends – find what is currently popular. Using the news is a
good way to do that. Some stock photo websites also have a
'popular' section where you can see images selling well.

•

Push what sells – if you have a particular image, or few images,
that seem to be selling particularly well (good conversion rate)
then try and focus on it to see how you can push it further,
perhaps more keywords, better description, to get even more
sales of it. Take what is successful and run with it!

•

Price accordingly – most people have budgets, if a downloader
is on a very strict budget of $2 and needs one image then that
is what they will stick to, if yours cost $5 at the cheapest they
may go for an image slightly less perfect but adequate and
within budget. So, pricing your images lower may result in
higher sales meaning a higher total revenue. This is something to
test though and see what you have most success with.
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Now we have tips on the promotion of your own profile

and individual photos. It is all about building a web presence so
links to your profile get clicked by real people. A few of the
tips do require money to put into action, the rest require
your time but no money.

•

Use multiple stock photo websites – you do get lower royalties
for not being exclusive, at Dreamstime they pay different
percentages based on exclusivity, upto 30% less for
non-exlusivity if you are new. But if you are able to get higher
sales it may work out you generate more revenue. More
websites means more profiles, more potential customers, and
more communities to join in with. Do the maths to see what
you feel is best for you as it may not always be more
profitable to use multiple sites (also remember the extra time it
takes to maintain multiple profiles).

•

Join in the stock photo website communities – some of them
have forums, or hosted blogs which you can join in, get
yourself involved so more people are aware of you.

•

Distribute freebies – some websites provide photos to users for
free, by uploading to these you would receive no financial
benefit. But you are normally able to link to yourself in your
profile so it can help you be seen by those looking for stock
photos. Good ones are SXC and Flickr.

•

Offer paid images for free to authoratative sources – you
could contact powerful bloggers who have many readers and
offer to let them use any of your photos which normally have
to be paid for, but you will let them have it for free, provided
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they put a very clear link saying thanks for the photo with a
link to it for others to see your work. To find powerful
bloggers to contact you can use Technorati or search the web
with targetted terms.
•

Be active on stumbleupon – if you haven't yet created an
account there it is free to join, you then stumble other peoples
work and can submit your own for others to either give the
thumbs up or thumbs down. Don't spam though and only submit
a select few of your best photos, and join in the rest of the
community by commenting and voting.

•

Other social media sites – there is a range of other social media
sites such as Digg, Mixx and Reddit. These are all places you
can join in the community, and then also submit a link to your
own work. Once again don't spam, be active in the community
for the best return on your time.

•

Facebook groups – there are groups you can 'like' and comment
on and get involved in, then include a link to your profile or a
particular image. Once again; don't spam and be an honest
contributor.

•

Twitter connections – ever growing popularity, you can connect
with other stock photographers and strike up conversations to
help build your reputation. Tweet when you upload new sets of
photos. To tweet images you can use services such as TwitPic,
Yfrog, Plixi and Twitxr. All are quick and easy to use. In your
image descriptions don't forget to put a link to your stock photo
profile!
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•

Linkedin profile – Linkedin is basically a social network for
business people. You create your profile and list your experience,
skills and what you are looking for. You can link to your profile
and show people your expertise and what you can offer to
them. You can also join groups as in Facebook.

•

YouTube videos – it doesn't have to only be galleries, you could
even create a slideshow of amazing photos you've taken. Or
the 'top 10' of a region you've visited. In the video description
you can include a live link to your profile. It is yet another
place to build a profile and connect with others.

•

Comment on photography blogs – when you comment (only ever
leave genuine comments and join in the discussion) there is often
a field called 'URL' which then puts a link from your username
to the URL. If you leave good comments displaying good
knowledge people will be intrigued to see who you are and click
on your link. Search the web and the blogosphere with highly
targetted terms, “photography blog” is always a good place to
start, to find relevant blogs.

•

Guest post on photography blogs – as well as commenting some
also allow posts by guests. Write something interesting and
submit it to the blog owner to see if they will publish it, in
return you get a short bio spot to link to your own work.
Once again; search google and the blogosphere to find relevant
blogs.

•

Join photography forums and message boards – as well as
expose your own work, you will find great information from
others and learn a lot. So well worth doing for the array of
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benefits, not just promotion.
•

Submit press releases – it is better to use paid websites as the
free press release websites don't have as much reach. Make
sure with your press release it is genuine news, as the hope is
real reporters pick your story up so it has to be something they
can report on. As well as using mass distribution services such
as

Prweb and 24-7pressrelease it is also good to submit your

press release manually to targetted niche publications. If you
can't write them yourself you can pay professional writers to
do it.
•

Contact your local press – if you live in a reasonably small area
you could contact local press to see if they are interested in
covering you. As with press releases you need news, so create
a slant on your story. Perhaps you could be trying to beat a
downturn in the economy, or the first person in your area to
be selling photos to people around the world! Local press love
to find good stories about local people so it is worth a quick
phone call or email to see what they think.

•

Go to events – You should be able to find photography events
in your country, or regional area. Whether shows, events, or
just groups it is worth getting involved to see what you can
make happen and if you can get yourself out their more.
Remember to hand out business cards.

•

Craigslist listing – For each region, under 'community', they have
an 'artists' section, there you can post about yourself and a link
to your work.
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•

Create a Squidoo lens – on squidoo you could either create a
profile page all about yourself and your work, including a
slideshow. Or alternatively you could create informational pages
and include a short bio about yourself with a link to your work.
You can create as many lens as you want to.

•

Hubpages Page – somewhat similar to squidoo you can create
dedicated pages of information and once again link to yourself.

•

Contribute to Yahoo Answers – helps others out by answering
their questions. Once you have reached enough points you are
able to include live links, when you help people out you can
include a link to your profile so they see you are a professional
and to

•

be trusted.

Contribute to other 'Answers' websites – As well as Yahoo
there are others such as Answers.com and AolAnswers, similar
to Yahoo they allow you to include links as you help others out.
As always; be genuine, don't spam.

•

Publish articles – there are lots of article directories you can
submit articles to. Examples are Ezinearticles and Goarticles. At
the bottom of the articles you are able to add a bio. Once
again the aim is getting readers to see you so make sure what
you create

is top quality so they know you are trustworthy

and worth looking at your work.
•

Testimonials / reviews – some websites like to have testimonials
to show how good there service is, if you are a regular
customer of any in the photography niche see if they will
accept a testimonial from you in return for your name being
linked to your profile. Alternatively on some review websites
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you can

submit reviews of products and sometimes include a

link. Perhaps review your photography equipment and show some
photos taken with the equipment?
•

Submit your RSS feeds – if you get supplied with an RSS feed
of your photos on the stock photo website you use, there are
sites (search the web for things like 'RSS directory') that let
you submit your RSS feed to. Each time you upload new
images this RSS feed will update and the directories will link to
it, this will mean it gets indexed by the search engines and may
increase the chance of people finding it by long-tail searches.

•

Email Signature Link – create a signature link so all of your
emails sent out to people have a link to your profile.

•

Have your own blog – this is a lot of effort, you can set them
up quickly and get a few links instantly from social media sites,
but in terms of properly building the blog up so you have loyal
readers takes many months of hard work posting content and
promoting it. However if it goes well it can be well worth it
and give you a real platform to promote yourself off and really
stand out. But please bear in mind the amount of work, if you
can't commit to it don't bother starting until you can commit. If
you don't pay for the privilege early use a free service such as
wordpress.com or blogger.

•

Business Directories – there are quite a few on the web, and
some a free to list yourself in. Write about your stock
photography services and put a link to your profile. Remember
to put a good description and tag yourself well for maximum
exposure.
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•

Google Local Search – when people search in google it
sometimes shows results of local businesses. You can get
yourself listed by visiting local.google.com and then on the
left-hand side clicking the 'Put your business on Google Maps'
link.

•

Google Adwords – if you have the budget you could try paying
to be at the top of google for certain search terms, the trick
is to be highly specific and target long-tail terms so you only
have to pay a small amount per click. For example you would
NOT target 'stock images', but if you've taken photos of
kitchen appliances you could target the term 'kitchen appliance
stock photos', and if, for example, bloggers who write about
domestic topics are searching for stock photos they may find
you. You would get few clicks but they would be highly
targetted so have a good chance of converting. Be careful
though to monitor your money and ensure you are getting a
good ROI.

Remember with the vast majority of these promotion techniques on
their own they aren't going to get you oodles of sales, it is all about
building web presence and getting your profile out there for the
chance of people to find you. The knock-on effect may even be
others are interested in working with you, or you doing a tailored
job for them

or other opportunities. So although many of these

promotion tips may appear like they won't help much, if at all, they
will contribute to your web presence and being found.
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Here are a few other tips:

•

Never stop learning – if you subscribe to blogs and join in
forums you will be amazed at how you keep constantly learning
more and more as time goes on. It also ensures you don't
forget other important stuff.

•

Meet downloader needs – you could offer your services to
people who can't find the perfect stock image for what they
need. They tell you want they want and you take those photos
for them. You could promote your service via craigslist and
other classified sites as well as your own blog, in business
directories etc. To ensure you will benefit one way or another,
make it clear to clients that you will take the photos to
hopefully get the right one for them, and afterwards distribute
them to continue to profit from them. This way your time isn't
wasted should the client not accept the photos you take.

•

Offer other services – if you have Photoshop or other
photography related skills you could offer them on the site via
your profiles (Facebook, Linkedin, blog etc) to help people edit
their own images or other stock images they've purchased. This
may provide a bit of extra revenue for you and another person
to connect with in the hope they may buy your stock images.

•

Collaborate with other professionals – if you become friends (or
already have some?) with others who work like you do perhaps
you could join forces to work together creating images. 2
brains are better then 1 so you may come up with more ideas,
share costs and bounce off each other.

•

Discounts for media firms – if you build up a large portfolio of
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stock images (thousands) you could try and contact firms who
are likely to use a lot of stock images, let them know about
yourself and if they wanted to use multiple images you could
offer them a healthy discount to what they are regularly sold
for.

Chapter 6 – Plan
Now you've read thru everything it is time to take

your new found knowledge and draw up a full plan so
you can start to expand your sales. As they always

say “failing to plan, is planning to fail” so make sure
you do come up with a plan of action.

Include dates in the plan for when you want to have
completed certain tasks, be realistic but do push

yourself to perform. Once each task is completed, tick
it off and move on, you will soon see good
progression - good luck!

THE END
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